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Overview



Students doing research and education

Interns teach K12 students monitoring 
protocols and ecology.

Interns spotting a porcupine.



Welcome students as they are.

Students from biology, water resources, art in ecology, 
education, art, sports

Diverse student population; 1st generation college

Student motivation for taking the course

Hands-on research experience (field and lab 
work)

Hands-on education outreach (working with K12)
Work with policy makers/address critical 

uncertainties
outdoor class
Meaningful work (the big data cycle)

Desire to take a fun class
           

Student context factors “Come as you are.”



Data are fixed but the class is student centered.

Student choice vs long-term program.

Protocols and data sets consistent 
across years.

Students do research, collect data, 
develop and test their own hypothesis, 
analyze data, write final paper/Data 
Nugget, and present their findings.



Design Factors Supporting students in 
science and education
Background ecology for majors and non-majors 

Hypothesis development, graphing, analysis, writing done in 
stages with feedback, revising, peer review, and more revising 
(small, manageable tasks to make science more approachable)

Education outreach done with provided lesson plans, practice peer 
presentations, feedback, and more practice (can opt out of work with 
K12)

Class time from 4:00 - 6:00 to accommodate teachers



Feedback cycle
Pre- and post student 
assessment

Do students feel more connected 
to their local environment, 
community? 

Course evaluations
Actively used to alter class to 
better support student needs

Do students feel supported in 
science?

What was the most & least 
beneficial aspect?



You can find meaning in your own backyard.
Outcomes

Foster science, education, and stewardship 
using a community centered model. 

Shifts in career paths.
Medical to ecology
Microbiology to environment and policy
Biology to education

Engagement with local community.



How we are funded.

Best as a formal course - teaching funded by UNM 
(not initially)

Course fees - charge less to better support students

BEMP funding (data collection and K12 outreach) 
from diverse sources (>10)

Issues: pressure to increase capacity/sections
few remaining field courses 

at UNM
always have waiting list
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